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2020 Meetings:
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Jan 16
Mar 20
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*July meeting is a
Sunday picnic

*Nov meeting is the
banquet

One of the days I look forward
to most each year is donning my
“Santa” hat and joining the
group for the distribution of
toys. It is very rewarding to be
involved with such wonderful
folks who give of their time and
resources to do something that
brings joy into the lives of so
many young people in our
community.
I think about the little girl who
may have never had a doll of her
own, to now have a baby, with a
bed and blankets to play with
and make believe.
Or of the boy unwrapping that
new toy car or truck that is
unlike anything he has ever seen,
and the hours of wonderful play
time that would ensue.
I think of the parents who may
be struggling just to provide the
basic necessities of life and are
unable to afford any extra
expenses during the holidays.

Programs
For our January program,
Joel Smith will be presenting
his methods for repairing instruments, as well as talking
about tonal hardwoods for
lutherie. We will also have a
brief presentation about
upcoming workshops.

And, I think of you, the
members who for so many years
have faithfully worked to not
only produce the toys, but to
raise the funds necessary to
provide such a wonderful service
to our community.
Then, I thank the Lord for the
opportunity to be part of
something that we all hope will
continue for many years to
come.
-Jack Dalton
MDWW President
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Making Instruments Play

By Bob Tardiff
Joel Smith repairs musical instruments and is our speaker for the upcoming
meeting in January. Repairing instruments requires woodworking and metal working
skills, a knowledge of how materials produce sound, how to adjust those sounds, and
(perhaps most importantly) a hefty dose of musicality. In this month’s article we take a
quick tour of Joel’s shop and get a peek at some of the typical tools you might find in any
workshop along with several tools most likely only found in instrument repair shops.

Joel’s shop is in a two car garage. But unlike typical woodworkers’ shops, the space
right in middle is for well-organized cabinets containing specialty tools and supplies instead
of the usual large table saw and extensions. The larger tools include a table saw, chop saw,
drill press, 1 inch belt and disk sander (which Joel says has proven to be one his most useful
tools), a band saw and, his newest tool, a metal lathe. There is a dust handling system, and
the shop is climate controlled.
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Joel likes to make tools, and one he showed me
(left top) is a clamp he made from some scrap wood
and threaded rod to hold a cello. Like a violin, a cello
is not flat and can take pressure in only a few places.
Notice the paper on the cello. It is sand paper that is
being used to sand the bottom of a new bridge so that
it will match the curvature of the cello. This bridge is
made of wood. But notice that the bridge is not
symmetric, one side is slightly higher than the other. I
asked Joel why this is so, and he said this is done to
accommodate the larger amplitude of the thicker
strings. Interestingly, the curvature of the top of a
bridge also varies. For example, the top of a fiddles
bridge would be flatter than the top of a violins. The
flatter bridge allows to fiddler to hit three strings at
once, which a violinist seldom would do.
I asked Joel how he got started in this business,
and he said that as a kid he loved to take things apart
and figure out how they worked. Since his Dad was a
band director, there was a ready supply of student
instruments around the house for him to tinker with.
When he graduated from high school, he knew he
wanted to repair instruments and went off to music
repair school to learn how. And lucky for him, while
there, he landed an internship in a big music store
which gave him a lot of practical experience. Upon
returning to Salisbury, he and his Dad opened
Salisbury Instrument and Music Repair. This store has
since closed, but Joel continues to do band instrument
repair and maintenance for schools as well as piano
tuning and repair from his home shop.
At this month’s meeting, Joel will be exhibiting
many more tools of the trade as well as talking about
which species of wood are used in instruments and
why.
Once again, I enjoyed another pleasant morning
touring a shop and also learning a good a bit about the
practical side of making a musical instrument work.
Thank you Joel!
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Toy Distribution 2019
The Toy Shop’s distribution of toys was on Saturday, December 5, 2019. The
Toymakers handed out 10 different toys this season, including: the Woody, the Love Bug,
the Coloring Caddy with coloring book and crayons, the Piggy Bank with coins, the
Helicopter, the Rocking Duck, the Cradle with baby doll and blanket, the Puzzle, the
Jewelry Box with costume jewels, and the Flip Toy. On distribution day, 24 of the 30
organizations invited were there to pick up toys. Each group received two Woodies and
one Jewelry Box. They were then able to pick out three of each of the others. The
remaining six organizations picked up their toys by the end of the following week. The
Christian Shelter was then called to pick up toys, and then toys were offered to our hosts
at Blind Industries. The remaining toys were taken by Jim Laverty and Darrell Mason to
their churches for distribution. All in all, 1,050 toys were distributed!

All those picking up the toys were really appreciative. Many spoke of the great need for
toys for disadvantaged children, and how grateful the kids are for their toys. We have
many organizations that receive toys from us every year, but there are a few new ones
each year as well. When asked which toys would be or had been a hit, they had their own
lists, but, not surprisingly, when their lists are combined, we have a list of what the shop
makes!

